## Early Reader

**There's a Pest in the Garden!**  
by Jan Thomas  
JE Thomas  
When a pest arrives in the garden and begins eating all the vegetables, Duck hatches a wacky plan to save the day.

## Nonfiction

**Every Second**  
by Bruno Gibert  
J031.02 Gib  
Incredible things are happening every second in today's world, from births and deaths to the production of goods and the consumption of foods.

**Strange but True!**  
by Andrea Mills  
J031.02 Mil  
A collection of true facts about nature, animals, plants, manmade structures, and the Earth.

**The STEAM Team Explains**  
by Steve Setford  
J500 Set  
A colorful introduction to more than 100 key STEAM concepts explains how science, technology, engineering, art, and math can be readily found in everyday homes, classrooms, and parks.

**Falcon vs. Hawk**  
by Jerry Pallotta  
J598.9 Pal  
Compares and contrasts a peregrine falcon and a red-tailed hawk, while sharing information about each animal's anatomy and behavior.

---

## Graphic Novel

**Agent Moose: Moose on a Mission**  
by Mo O'Hara  
JGN Agent  
The circus is in town, Granny Moose is coming to visit, and a mysterious robber is on the loose. When Agent Moose learns that someone is putting the squeeze on innocent animals, he and Owlfred rush to investigate!

**New Kid**  
by Jerry Craft  
JGN Craft  
Jordan finds himself torn between the worlds of his Washington Heights apartment home and the upscale circles of Riverdale Academy, where he is one of a select few students of color.

**InvestiGATORS**  
by John Patrick Green  
JGN InvestiGATORS  
On their first mission together, alligator detectives Mango and Brash must uncover the clues, crack the case, and corral the crooks.
**Fiction**

**The Great Pet Heist**
by Emily Ecton
JF Ecton
When their elderly owner goes to the hospital, Butterbean the dachshund, Walt the cat, Oscar the mynah bird, and rats Marco and Polo plan a robbery to support themselves.

**Once Upon a Tim**
by Stuart Gibbs
JF Gibbs
Follow Tim, a peasant with big dreams of being a knight, as he finally gets the opportunity to change his station in life when he joins the quest to rescue a princess.

**Dog Squad**
by Chris Grabenstein
JF Grabenstein
Fred, a scrappy and lovable dog, gets cast as a stand-in for the lead role in Dog Squad, a show about crime-fighting dogs, and he soon finds out the action doesn't always stop on screen.

**Map of Flames**
by Lisa McMann
JF McMann
Forced into hiding due to their supernatural criminal parents, five children with superpowers of their own leave their isolated tropical hideout to follow a strange map and enter a world where being supernatural is a crime.

**Jake the Fake Keeps His Cool**
by Craig Robinson
JF Robinson
Jake finds his resolve to put an end to his boasting tested when he tries to impress a new girl at school by pretending to be a master chef and world-renowned barber.

**Simon B. Rhymin'**
by Dwayne Reed
JF Reed
Dreaming of becoming a world-famous rapper, Chicago fifth grader Simon Barnes is forced to confront his shyness and fear of speaking in public to demonstrate his talents during an oral presentation at school.

**Accidental Trouble Magnet**
by Zanib Mian
JF Mian
Imaginative Omar goes through the ups and downs of starting at a new school and making new friends with the help of his wonderful and silly Muslim family.

**Wayside School Beneath the Cloud of Doom**
by Louis Sachar
JF Sachar
The students of Mrs. Jewls' 30th-floor class busily collect toenail clippings while preparing for an Ultimate Test in the face of the Cloud of Doom.

**Code Name: Serendipity**
by Amber Smith
JF Smith
Eleven-year-old Sadie Mitchell-Rosen is having trouble fitting in at school and at home, so when she meets a dog named Dewey things seem to get better for her.

**Clean Getaway**
by Nic Stone
JF Stone
An 11-year-old boy confronts the realities of race relations past and present and the mysterious agenda of his unconventional grandmother during an unplanned spring break road trip through the once-segregated American South.

**I Survived the Galveston Hurricane, 1900**
by Lauren Tarshis
JF Tarshis
Recounts the Galveston Hurricane of 1900 through the eyes of a young child who survived the horrible event that destroyed hundreds of homes and took the lives of 8,000 people.

**Ways to Make Sunshine**
by Renée Watson
JF Watson
Portland, Oregon’s Hart family faces many setbacks after Ryan’s father loses his job, but no matter what, Ryan tries to bring sunshine to her loved ones.